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“If pitching was “EASY” everyone would be a pitcher”.  Hard work is the only 

solution!!  
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Part “A”  

  

1. Stance  

a. Pivot foot with the heel on the front of the rubber and the stride foot with the toes on the 

back of the rubber or further back if the rules allow.  

b. Feet should be approximately shoulder width apart.  

c. Hands together in the middle of the body in a relaxed and natural posture.  (Hands facing 

each other is the most natural.)  

d. Knees very slightly bent and body standing straight up and relaxed  

2. Arm Revolution  

a. Drop hands from the stance position so arms are fully extended in down position.  Arms, when 

extended, should remain in the middle of the body in a relaxed not locked or ridged state.  

b. At point of hand separation and start, arm revolution pivot foot pushed forward while stride 

foot leave the back of the rubber for the stride toward the target  

c. (point of Definition)  Arm is from shoulder to elbow.  The arm should go directly over the top 

close to the ear.  Complete arm should be flexible so that the arm can turn and assume 

position of the whip or windmill motion.  This position is the arm leading the arm, followed 

by the wrist (again at a slight angle with the forearm),  the ball at the finger-tips following 

the wrist  



d. Greater arm speed and stronger strides enhance the whip or windmill effect.  As the arm 

approaches the hip area, the forearm and wrist snap or catch up with the arm.  This is known  

as the windmill or whip action.  The wrist should snap at the target.  At the point of the wrist 

snap, the hips should explode with the pivot foot push-off happening all at the same time.  

e. At NO time should you LEAN Forward with the head or shoulders   

  

3. Follow – Through  

a. The arm should extend in a natural motion so that the hand is facing the torso about chest 

high in the middle of the body  

b. Both feet should be equal distance from home plate – shoulder width or slightly wider apart  

c. The head, from the start to finish, is facing the target with as little movement as possible  

  

4. Hints for beginners  

a. The motion and mechanics are more important than control.  A beginner should strive for 

proper mechanics and the greatest speed!!  Control will come with practice – DO NOT 

SACRIFICE SPEEZD FO CONTROL.  

b. Practice the windmill motion against a cyclone fence if a catcher is not available  

c. Work on starting and finishing pitch in perfect balance.  Remember, the torso and head 

should always remain up.  You pitch with your legs, hips and arm – not your head  

d. Work hard in practice and always work for more speed and power.  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Part B  

Fundamental Drills  

1) Arm speed Drill  

Purpose: To increase arm speed along with proper mechanics  

Technique:  Pitcher kneel on one knee (if right handed, right knee is on the ground, left 

handed left knee is in the ground) Kneel about 10 to 15 feet from the fence.  Opposite leg 

is bent at angle and slightly pointed to the right, if right handed and the left if left 

handed. Start in center of body with arms relaxed. Begin pitching motion with arm going 

over the top, close to the ear and around to release point as quick as possible. Pitcher 

should still open and close her hips to help the snap be quick and powerful.  

2) Follow Through- Butterfly Drill  

Purpose: To help pitcher find release point and use the hips to drive the arm through the 

release point.  



Technique: Pitcher stands 40 feet from catcher or fence. Start in completely open 

position, sideways to catcher. Start arm in snap position with wrist cocked. Use back leg 

push to snap arm through to target ending up parallel to catcher.  

Teaching points: - Make sure arm goes close to hip, not inside out or away from hip.  

-Make sure hips explode through just after arm reaches the hip. Arm will hit hip if the 

pitcher closes too soon.  

-Always follow through to center of body  

*Good warm up drill – quantity 20  

3) One leg drill – Pelican  

Purpose: To help pitcher from leaning forward during motion. To help pitcher work on 

stride, opening hips and pushing off with back foot. Can be used for all pitches.  

Technique: Pitcher stands at pitching length or farther If desired. Pitcher starts with the 

stride foot up at a 90 degree angle off the ground. Pitcher strides out with stride foot into 

open position and uses back foot to push the hips through. Pitch the same as you would 

with two feet off the mound using same am speed and stride.  

Teaching points: - Make sure pitcher does not land too soon – keep body back and stride 

extended  

-Make sure pitcher has quick arm speed.  

-Make sure pitcher is opening her hips.  

4) Walk through  

Purpose-to help pitcher learn to keep their body movement forward through the pitch  



Technique – Pitcher will stager three feet with the pivot foot in the lead. Pitcher will do a 

walk through and follow the pitch with an extra step.  

*Good warm up drill quantity 10  

5) Striped Ball  

    Purpose – We keep a few striped balls in our pitching bag when  

Teaching drop balls and rise balls. They also are very useful for overhand throw and to 

make sure the pitcher is setting a good snap.  

Technique: the pitcher will pitch there normal pitch with a hard snap. You should see a 

solid line, if the line wavers they ae not snapping under the ball and may be rolling there 

hand over top of the ball.  

Teaching Point: make sure pitcher uses four seams  

-Make sure pitcher is under the ball with a hard snap  

-Make sure pitcher follows through and finishes tight  

  

6) Long toss  

Purpose: this will build strength, stamina, and power. This will force the pitcher to use 

their lower body.  

Technique- Fast pitch only, this is a normal pitching motion but they can incorporate #4. 

The walk through long toss.  

Teaching Point – Have them warm up first  

-I use this sometimes by itself for lessons. But it is good to end the session with it.  



-Catcher stand up at home plate  

-Pitcher will throw from about 10’ behind the rubber  

-Have them pitch 10’ and move back 10’ until they can no longer make it in the air to the 

catcher  

-Then bring them back on the rubber and throw 10  

-Catcher should feel a difference  

-End session  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

PART C  

  

Proper Training and Practice Techniques  

Have a hard and thorough practice – two, three, and four days before a game. Pitch very 

lightly the day before a game. Rest the day after a game. Take at least one and mo more 

than two days off in a week. Pitchers need an off-season with at least 4 to 6 weeks off 

with no pitching.  

  

Thought Process and Mental Preparation Before Game  

*”Put on your GAME FACE” Remove all external thoughts that do not pertain to the 

upcoming game.  

*Mentally focus on your motion and all of your pitches before and during warm-up.  

-Mentally develop a game plan based on your knowledge of opposing hitters. Discuss your 

game plan with your catcher.  

  

Mental Process Between Each Pitch  

*Before stepping to the pitching rubber, mentally picture the pitch and intend to throw 

and its location.  

*After your pitch, relax your mind and mentally focus on the next pitch. Do not think about 

a previous pitch.  



*Pitch at your own pace – do not rush or continue before you are mentally ready and 

relaxed.  

  

How to Pitch and be Aware of Game Conditions Around You  

A. Runners on Base  

-Do not change pitching style with runners on base  

Keep the same mental focus on your pitches  

-Always be aware of base runners while pitching (you are also a fielder) Do not focus all 

your attention on the runners while you are in the act of pitching.  

B. Batters Trying to Bunt  

-Visually lock in on your target and block out all movement                     in the batter’s 

box  

C. Errors Being Made Behind You  

-Do not become discouraged with your teammates, be a     positive influence and give 

them encouragement to help them build confidence – Do not exhibit negative body 

language.  

D. Umpire with an Inconsistent Strike Zone  

  -Do not let an umpire take you away from your game and your job. Adapt to each 

umpire’s zone. Do not exhibit body language when you do not agree with an umpire’s call. 

If you battle an umpire, you will lose the war.  

  

  



E. Do not look for excuses to fail  

-Be able to overcome any and all adversity in the game  

-Always have a positive mental attitude throughout the game  

-Always look to yourself for areas of improvement  

-Refrain from blaming teammates when you fall short of your goals.  This frame of mind 

will better prepare you for your next game  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Part D  



Snap against the fence under the knee until the catcher shows up.  KEEP THE CHATTER DOWN!!  

  

Distance/Qty  

  

                        Catcher’s position  

30/20           Overhand Throwing    Catcher is in a standing position   

                      With the glove over the right thigh  

45/20             “          “                                             “  

30/20             “      “           “  

30  20-30    Butterfly:  Start with the glove and the throwing hand over the shoulders with   

      The elbow slightly bent.   Face 3rd base, legs spread about shoulder distance   

      Apart, Left palm facing the catcher and the right palm facing 2nd base.  Follow  

      Thru with a smooth motion.  HARD SNAP and throwing hand to right shoulder,   

      Stand tall, stand square, close hips hard and drag pivot foot thru the ready   

    

  

  Position.  VERY IMPORTANT TO MAINTAIN PROPER MECHANICS!!!!  

30/30     Normal pitching position still warming up so no need to throw hard but you do   

      Need a quick finish with a hard snap, no bending, no leaning, no leading, keep   

      Square, close hips hard, drag foot and keep smooth.  

35/20     Pelican:  Throw hard, snap hard, keep left foot forward and at 90 degree to   

      Keep your shoulders back.  Kick out with a good follow thru and a clean finish  



    

  

  To the right shoulder.  

40/20     Normal pitching position.  Lead with the back of the hand, throw thru the   

Catcher and quick to the ear.  Hard rotation, hard snap, keep shoulders    

back, drag pivot foot to ready position after the pitch.  Stand tall, no bending, 

no leaning, no leading and kick out  

  

 Half way between         Same as above  

Pitching rubber and  

2nd base.  Qty is 20  

  

 Stand in front of 2nd        Same as above  

 Base.  Qty is 20          Can use a rise ball grip  

  

If you can throw to the catcher without a bounce then throw 20 more pitches from center field   

  

40/20  Normal Fastball pitches        Cather is now in the down position 20 fast 

balls, 20 rise balls, 20 curve balls, 20 screw balls, 20 drops, 20 drop curves, 20 change ups, 20 of 

whatever pitches you want to work on, 20 fast balls.  

  

Always start and finish the session with 20 fast balls.  



  

When working on change ups never throw more than 5 without throwing a few fastballs.  This will 

help to keep arm speed up.  Make sure the catcher moves the glove to the 

proper position for the pitching being thrown.  

  

It is very important that the catcher work as hard as the pitcher and throw the ball back to the 

pitcher hard and fast.  Let the pitcher drive the practice so they can focus on 

their throws.  

  

Parents/Catcher/Coaches here are some things to look for in the pitchers:  

1. Long Arm  

2. Throw thru the Catcher  

3. Quick to the ear  

4. Step out  

5. No Bending  

6. No Leading  

7. No leaning  

8. Throw under the ball  

9. Fast ball must finish tight  

10. Hard snap  

11. Drive from the hips  

12. Finish in ready position  



13. Be SMOOTH  

  

  

Part “E”  

  

Injuries  

Injuries are part of the game and in a pitcher they are inevitable, when a pitcher is experiencing 

soreness or pain stop immediately.  The pain is almost always due to a mechanical flaw in their 

motion.  

This pain may be caused by a muscle imbalance, this is especially true in young pitchers (12-15) 

and happens a lot.  It must be treated promptly or it could lead to a long rehab time and maybe 

something more serious.  

  

As a coach it is your responsibility to find the flaw and eliminate it.  You CAN NOT have your 

pitcher throw pitches that can cause damage to her elbow or arm.  

  

This game is for the players, don’t let pride stand in the way of producing a great athlete.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Part “F”  

  

Squeeze Ball – A soft ball that they can squeeze to develop their grip  



  

Fishing – Tie a fishing weight on a rope tied to a dowel.  Slowing rotate the hands and wind the 

weight up.  Do it in reverse and let it unwind  

  

Step ups – picnic table works good for this drill.  Have them step up to the top of the table and 

back down again.  This builds the legs and calf.  

  

There are three types of pitching styles, but the fundamentals are the same for all three  

  

• Sling shot  

  

• Windmill  

  

  

  

• Rocker  

  

  

  

  

Snoopy and Flipper want to thank - you  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  


